
Company Activity Source 

JSC “Mosinzhproekt” 

 

The Holding is the operator of the metro construction 

program, engaged in construction and renovation of civil 

buildings and structures, takes part in the implementation of 

the largest road projects of the capital, in the creation of the 

transport interchange hubs network, and manages 

development projects. 

The leader of the Moscow construction market and one of the 

largest engineering holdings in Russia. 

>105 km of metro lines 

>100 road projects 

>10 civilian objects 

https://mosinzhp

roekt.ru/en/  

 

JSC “Metrogiprotrans” One of the most important architectural companies in Russia. It was 

founded in 1933. Company’s architects created a unique and 

wonderful world of underground architecture. Recently, a whole 

series of interesting projects has appeared in transport architecture 

of Moscow. First of all, those are the new metro stations, 

automobile bridges and underground railway terminals. All the 

projects were designed by a transport design the oldest specialized 

company in Russia. 

http://metrogip

rotrans.ru/en/a

bout/ 

LLC “Odk 

Engineering” 

Development, production and service of engines for aviation, 

space programs and the navy, as well as the oil and gas 

industry and energy. 

The Company is an integrator and comprehensive supplier of 

industrial gas turbine engines and installations, gas pumping 

and power units, maintenance and repair services during the 

life cycle of products. 

The Company works as an integrated supplier and general 

contractor of engineering, procurement and construction 

projects related to production of gas turbine and gas piston 

power plants and gas pumping complexes. 

https://www.u

ecrus.com/abo

ut/structure/oo

o-odk-

inzhiniring/  
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Sitronics Group Top 3 of the fastest growing IT companies in 2020 according 

to CNews Analytics. 

The Company deals with sea transport solutions, EV 

charging infrastructure, satellite technologies, manufacture of 

electric vessels, IT solutions for import substitution and 

development and integration of IT products. 

It is engaged in creation of science-driven solutions in both 

business and state segments of the economy, and deliver 

them to consumers.   

https://www.si

tronics.com/en

/company  

Inter Mobility Creation and implementation of innovative solutions for 

smart cities, such as multifunctional high-load IT platforms 

that allow intelligent managing transport systems, 

communicating with citizens in all popular and affordable 

ways, managing the household equipment and utilities, as 

well as some other elements of digital megalopolises. 

 

https://intermo

bility.ru/en/  

Telematika 

Corporation 

The Company implements intelligent infrastructure projects 

on road & railway in Russia, countries of the Eurasian 

Economic Union, Asia & Latin America. 

Innovative solutions of the Telematika increase convenience 

for millions of drivers, improve road safety, facilitate 

environmental improvements, put in place optimize 

processes for business, reduce government expenditures and 

facilitate economic growth. 

Telematika corporation is focused on the following strategic 

technology areas: intelligent transport systems, solutions for 

toll roads, weigh-in-motion systems, railway digitalization, 

and unattended multimodal carriage of cargos by road and by 

rail, including through international transport corridors. 

 

 

https://telemati

ka.com/en/  

VisionLabs Company’s Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 

technology, built on neural network-based algorithms makes 

the world safer, more secure and helps everyday citizens 

realize the ease and convenience of navigating a world that 

has permanently shifted to digital. Its technology plays a 

vital role in powering digital identity experiences and is 

already used in more than 60 countries across the retail, 

security, transportation and financial services industries. 

Company’s mission is to use facial recognition to facilitate 

better, safer interactions for the modern world. 

 

https://visionla

bs.ai/  
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Moscow Innovation 

Cluster 

The Company deals with subsidies, investments and 

acceleration programs for business and innovators. 

Moscow Innovation Cluster creates an ecosystem of goods 

and services as well as the conditions necessary for the 

effective development of innovations and new projects. 

The i.moscow platform allows solving both basic and 

strategic goals and objectives of organizations of any type 

and scale. 

 

https://i.mosco

w/o-klastere  

JSC “Gazprombank” One of the largest multi-faceted financial institutions in 

Russia, providing a wide range of products and services to 

corporate and private customers, financial institutions, 

institutional and private investors. The total number of its 

outlets in Russia exceeds 480. The Bank also has 

representative offices in Astana (Kazakhstan), Beijing 

(China), Ulaanbaatar (Mongolia), New Delhi (India) and 

Tashkent (Uzbekistan). Its customers number over 4 million 

individuals and about 92,000 legal entities.  

The Bank provides services to key sectors of the Russian 

economy and has a strong position on national and global 

financial markets, holding Russian leadership in arranging 

and underwriting corporate bond issues, asset management, 

private banking, corporate financing, and other areas of 

investment banking. 

https://www.g

azprombank.r

u/en/about/ind

ex.php 

Digital 

Transformation 

Association 

Association of Companies for Digital Transformation, 

Information Security and Business Process Automation is a 

non-profit organization that unites companies from the public 

sector, information technology and information security, 

financial and banking sectors, the legal sector, companies 

from the industry, manufacturing and services sectors. 

 

 The Company strives for accumulating and systematizing 

experience in the field of digital transformation, formation of 

a register of the best available technologies and solutions in 

the field of digital transformation, development and 

implementation of educational programs of additional 

professional education in the field of digital transformation, 

information security and project management and alike. 

 

https://dia.ru/  

OERBY OERBY company is a developer, manufacturer and supplier 

of various types of office and specialized furniture in Russia. 

For over 10 years we work with Public contracts for 

production of specialized furniture for structural divisions 

and subordinate organizations of the Moscow Government: 

Departments, Prefectures, City Councils, Municipalities, 

educational and leisure centers. Our company has developed 

special standards for systematic deliveries in accordance with 

Public contracts. 
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